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ABSTRACT  

As a global biopharmaceutical company, previously the FDA submission could be directly used for NMPA 
submission in Astrazeneca. With the implementation of new guideline on the submission of clinical trial 
data from October 1, 2020, there are lots of China specific requirements for submission package, 
including readable programs and language requirements for dataset in XPT format, aCRF, define and 
data reviewer’s guide. To provide the best practice for NMPA submission, our company 
streamlined the whole process and developed the working instruction for guiding e-submission under new 
regulations.  The instruction emphasized the working sequence to ensure the consistencies of Chinese 
translation between datasets and e-submission documents, especially the cross functional collaboration 
on proofreading of translated aCRF, define and data reviewer’s guide, and the translation of concomitant 
medication. Besides, to improve efficacy of translation and proofreading, datasets are translated with 
programs, , AI tools are under development to optimize solution for document translation. Overall, the 
current practice achieves effective cross-functional cooperation and meets regulatory compliance. 

INTRODUCTION  

The “Guideline on the Submission of Clinical Trial Data” was published on Jul 20th, 2020. NMPA(National 
Medical Products Administration) requires chemical drugs and biological products implement this new 
guideline since Oct 1st, 2020. This new guideline highlights the language requirement for the submission 
components, including study database, analysis database, data definition file, data reviewer’s guide and 
annotated CRF. We faced lots of challenges in the process of translation and tried multiple ways to 
address these challenges. This paper describes the current best practice of Astrazeneca to make e-
submission under new guideline, especially the working sequence to make sure the consistencies of 
Chinese translation between database and other documents in submission package. 

LANGUAGE REQUEST ON DATA SUBMISSION PACKAGE  

DATASET 

In the data submission package, at least the following items should be in Chinese: dataset label, variable 
label, adverse events terms, generic name of concomitant medications and medical history that occurred 
in CSR and other documents.  

CRFS/ACRFS, DEFINE.XML, AND DATA REVIEWER’S GUIDES 

In aCRF, at least the following terms should be in Chinese: questions designed for data collection, 
efficacy related value list or code list. In current AZ China practice, entire CRF is translated.  

In Define.xml, at least the following terms should be in Chinese: datasets description/label and definition; 
variables description/label and derivation; efficacy related parameter value list or code list. 

Data reviewer’s guide including SDRG and ADRG should be in Chinese.  
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WORKING INSTRUCTION 

GENERAL PRINCIPLE 

Dataset and variable label translation should be completed before the translation of aCRF, reviewer’s 
guide and define excel spec. In this way, the translation of dataset and variable label could be consistent 
between database and submission documents. In current practice, AZ internal programmers conduct 
database translation with two-side programming. 

DATASET AND VARIABLE LABEL TRANSLATION 

For CDISC dataset and variable labels’ translation, guidance documents from CDISC Coordinating 
Committee(C3C) are used as reference, since common datasets and variables’ label have been 
translated into Chinese in these documents. The dataset and variable labels will be organized into a 
library. It occurs some variables cannot find corresponding Chinese labels from the latest version. In this 
case, the other versions should be used, especially for ADAM metadata. Note the length of these label 
couldn’t exceed 40 characters, which will cause truncation during converting XPT V5. When the library 
set up, the program codes could be used to map Chinese labels from library to SDTM and ADAM 
datasets.  

  

 

CHINESE VERSION OF MEDDRA AND WHODRUG MAPPING 
 

MedDRA mapping logic  

Select corresponding Chinese validated version of MedDRA dictionary to ensure the consistency 
between English version and Chinese version. Currently, the regulation requires that adverse events 
terms and medical history should be in Chinese, which means variables (--BODSYS, --DECOD, --LLT, 
etc) in AE, MH and CE (optional) domain will be translated by merging Chinese MedDRA with common 
variable –LLCD. In further ADaM translation, it’s recommended to get translated variables from SDTM 
directly. After completing MedDRA translation, Chinese adverse event and medical history terms should 
be extracted in excel file as below, which could be used  to check the consistencies with CSR in-text 
tables.  

 

 

WHODRUG(B3 format) mapping logic  

Generally, the medication code （DRUGCODE）linked to dictionary drug text and ATC code 

(ATCCODE) linked to the dictionary ATC text description which the reported medication/therapy is coded. 
The format of the DRUGCODE is: Drug Record Number || Sequence Number 1 (Seq 1) || Sequence 
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Number 2 (Seq 2). Note the preferred name corresponding to the DRUGCODE when Seq2 = 1. When 
merging with Chinese WHODrug dictionary, DRUGCODE and ATCCODE are key variables.  

Choose appropriate Chinese validated version of WHODrug to ensure the consistency between English 
version and Chinese version. Not all CMDECOD’s value can be programmable translated by mapping 
with Chinese WHODrug dictionary with GRUGCODE, since not all preferred terms are fully translated in 
Chinese dictionary. Variable ING_LIST will be considered as preferred term to map into CMDECOD firstly 
as long as its value has been translated in Chinese WHODrug, then variable DRUGNAME will be used to 
map the rest of CMDECOD.  Finally, for the rest of CMDECOD highlighted in yellow which couldn’t be 
translated to Chinese, study team should decide whether they need to be translated manually. 

  

 

SUBMISSION DOCUMENTS TRANSLATION 
 

aCRF Translation 

Per AZ current practice, entire CRF will be translated, and SDTM annotations are not needed to translate. 
General format and page layout need to be consistent with English version. It is recommended to use doc 
file for proofreading, while pdf file will be delivered with SDTM annotation finally.  

When finalized aCRF is available, Programmer will inform China DM to coordinate translation and 
conduct proofreading of contents(may need physician’s support), format and page layout to ensure the 
consistency with English version. While programmer will finally check the original SDTM annotation are in 
the correct place. 

 

Define.xml, Reviewer’s Guide translation 

Convert the data definition file from define.xml to define spec. Use the define spec to translate variables 
derivation, efficacy related parameter value list or code list. When excel file translation completed, covert 
the Chinese excel file back to xml with Pinnacle 21. 

 

 These two reviewer’s guide need to be fully translated into Chinese. And the common contents should be 
consistent with protocol and SAP,   

 

CHALLENGES 

TRUNCATION OF VARIABLE VALUES WHEN CONVERTING ENCODING 

When converting encoding from WLATIN to UTF8, it may cause value truncation for long variables, such 
as DVTERM. To avoid truncation, the length of variables should be extended before converting encoding. 
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WHODRUG NOT FULLY TRANSLATED INTO CHINESE 

When following this instruction to translate e-submission package, validation should be conducted for 
each step to check if all required terms have been fully translated into Chinese. After merging with 
Chinese WHODrug, some concomitant medication terms may still keep English. It’s recommended to 
extract these English terms in excel file and send to study team for decision whether to translate them 
manually.  

 

CONSISTENCIES OF CHINESE TRANSLATION ACROSS E-SUBMISSION DOCS 

It’s recommended to extract translated adverse event, concomitant medication and medical history in 
excel file. We could refer to these excel file to translate e-submission documents and ensure the 
consistencies between database and docs. 

When proofreading aCRF, reviewer’s guide and define, the Chinese protocol and statistical analysis plan 
should be used to keep same wording between study docs.  

CONCLUSION  

Effective cross functional collaboration could ensure the high quality submission package. With making 
working plan in advance and opening the kick off meeting, the team can achieve timelines and regulatory 
requirements. In addition, this working instruction could help make successful e-submission package 
under new regulation.  
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